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Project Background 
 
In 2007, the Vancouver Office of Neighborhoods awarded a $5000 grant to the Dubois Park, 
Vancouver Heights, Evergreen Highlands, and Father Blanchet Park neighborhood 
associations to develop a neighborhood-sponsored MacArthur Streetscape Vision Plan. 
Columbia Credit Union matched that grant with $5000. This future corridor vision study is 
the outcome of the planning process undertaken by the neighborhoods. 
 

The grant application (attached here in 
Appendix 1) described the project this 
way: “MacArthur Boulevard extends 
east-to-west for approximately 9,800 
feet from Mill Plain Boulevard to 
Lieser Road. This broad roadway is a 
significant vehicle, transit, pedestrian 
and bicycle corridor that serves the 
residents, businesses and community 
and public facilities of the Heights 
neighborhoods. Because of its broad 
right-of-way width (approximately 
100’ to 140’) and the substandard 
condition of its intersections, 
crossings, drainage and streetscape, the 
adjacent neighborhood associations 
continually seek to improve the safety, 
access, aesthetics and efficiency of this 
important corridor. This is an 
ambitious partnership project that will 
require participation of City 
Transportation, Parks & Recreation, 
Public Works and Urban Forestry 
staff; the Vancouver School District; 
C-TRAN, local businesses, and 

community services. The grant funds would be used as follows: 
 
1. Hire a visioning consultant specializing in transportation and pedestrian facility design 
2. Advertise and host a visioning meeting/symposium (materials, supplies, refreshments) 
3. Editing and word processing required to produce a summary document 
4. Printing and reproduction costs for plans and graphics. 
 
The completed plan would help guide future CDBG and NTS REET grant applications.” 
 
Planning Process 
 
City staff developed background information on corridor right-of-way, traffic volumes, 
collision history, and travel speed. Neighborhood association representatives provided input 
on current perceived problems or opportunities presented by the existing corridor conditions. 
The City then worked with a consultant to develop concepts that would address the issues 
identified from the background research and neighborhood input. Next, the City advertised 
and held a public meeting to review and provide input and discussion on the concepts. The 
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City sent meeting announcements to over 700 addresses along the corridor, although only 21 
people ultimately attended the workshop. Using input from the workshop, the City and the 
consultant refined the concepts that are presented here. 
 
Corridor Description 
 
In the 1940s, MacArthur Boulevard served as the main corridor for World War II Kaiser 
Shipyard worker housing. After WWII the areas off of MacArthur were redeveloped into 
larger lots with the houses we see today.  
 
MacArthur Blvd is a four lane 
divided street that stretches 
approximately 2 miles from Mill 
Plain Blvd to Lieser Rd. The south 
side of the street is bordered by a 
planting strip that varies in width 
from 2 feet to 4 ½ feet along with 
sidewalk and an additional 20 to 
25 feet of open high maintenance 
lawn with trees planted along the 
fence lines, all of which is 
maintained by Vancouver. 
 
The original road included a 12 
foot wide gravel median and 
shoulders to convey stormwater off 
of the road surface and allow it to 
soak or infiltrate into the ground. 
In the 1990s, the median was 
planted with a mix of mainly 
native trees like ash, alder, fir, 
Douglas-fir, maple, and oak. 
However, the soil in the median is 
poor and severely compacted, 
which limits the types of tree that 
would thrive there. It can also 
cause temporary localized ponds to form on the median and road when there is a lot of rain. 
Many of the trees in the median are currently declining and would make suitable candidates 
for removal and replacement. 
 
The eastern most stretch of MacArthur Blvd’s (from Andresen road east to Lieser Rd) north 
side mirrors that of the south side and is also maintained by the City of Vancouver. The 
existing trees are mixed species in average to good condition. Both of these stretches of land 
represent areas that could be incorporated into a comprehensive low maintenance landscape 
plan by removing the lawn area and utilizing a mix of trees, shrubs and groundcovers. The 
remaining north side of MacArthur Blvd is bordered by a mix of church, school and 
commercial properties and has a planting strip suitable for street trees in some places.  
 

Traffic Volume 7500 cars per day
Average Speed 28 mph (85th percential speed)
Right of way 100 feet
Marginal Parkway* 20 to 40 feet (see note)
Collisions 33 collisions over 5 years
Injuries 5 injuries from 33 collisions

*Marginal Parkway- dedicated to the City by the Vancouver 
Housing Authority in 1965: Use of the marginal parkway appears to 
be limited to the planting of trees and shrubs and perhaps the 
placement of utilties. If there is an interest in other use of the 
marginal parkway property, the City Attorney's office would have to 
make a determination regarding what uses might be allowed.

Basic Corridor Information
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Today, MacArthur Boulevard is a hodge-
podge of partial and broken sidewalks, 
inadequate crosswalks, incomplete ADA 
access, inconsistent road surface, bike 
lanes, and partial landscaping that includes 
mature trees that need maintenance. 
Several wide intersections on MacArthur 
like Devine, Andresen, and Lieser Road, 
pose challenges to pedestrians and 
bicyclists, especially children walking to 
local schools. 
 
Traffic Safety 
 
Several traffic safety concerns were raised 
during this planning process. Of primary 
concern is pedestrian and traffic safety for 
school access. 
 
The uncontrolled crosswalks at various 
locations along MacArthur Blvd put 
pedestrians at a higher than normal 
level of risk with multi-lane 
approaches from each direction.  
What can and has occurred in the 
crosswalk at Friedel Ave is one 
vehicle yields the right of way to a 
pedestrian in the crosswalk and the 
view of the pedestrian is obscured for 
the motorist in the adjacent lane until 
it is too late. 
 
The Andresen/MacArthur intersection 
has too many lanes to operate 
effectively as a 4-way stop. The traffic rules 
of who has the right of way break down 
when multi-lane approaches are controlled 
by an all-way stop because it is too hard to 
keep track of who arrived first. This is 
particularly a problem at higher volume 
times of the day and when pedestrians and 
bicycles enter the intersection. Three 
collisions involving bicyclists were recorded 
in the years 2005-09 and have received 
numerous reports from the Marshall 
Elementary School crossing guards of near 
misses due to traffic violations. See 
examples of incident reports from the 
schools in Appendix 2. 
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The existing median on 
MacArthur does not have 
curbing, putting the trees at high 
risk of being hit because of the 
close proximity of travel lane 
and inadequate edge striping. 
The roadway edge also has 
utility poles along the face of 
curb that have been struck by 
vehicles. In the years 2005-09, 
11 of 33 reported collisions 
involve fixed objects. Some 
cross streets do not have left 
turn pockets. 
 
MacArthur has long served as a 
popular east/west bike route that 
includes McLoughlin, Mill 
Plain, MacArthur, St Helens, SE 
10th and McGillivray. It also 
serves as a pedestrian and bike 
connection between the Columbia River Renaissance Trail and the Burnt Bridge Creek 
Trail. In 2009, as part of a Neighborhood Traffic Safety REET project, the city implemented 
bike lanes and ADA ramp improvements on MacArthur Blvd. That project also included 
eliminating a through lane for westbound MacArthur Blvd between Devine and Blandford. 
 
Subsequent to installing the bike 
lanes, staff learned that parents rely 
on the paved shoulder on the north 
side of MacArthur to wait to pick up 
students. Staff’s investigation 
confirmed the lack of off-street 
parking at the school and a queue of 
vehicles on MacArthur for school 
drop-off/pick-up. That practice 
conflicts with the existing bike lane. 
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Corridor Concept 
 
In response to the existing conditions analysis (see map on the previous page), the project 
consultant developed a corridor vision map and sketch concepts that could address the 
concerns expressed by corridor stakeholders. The corridor concepts presented here focus 
on improvements to enhance traffic safety and corridor livability. Safety improvements 
include enhanced pedestrian crossings in strategic locations, better bike lanes, and entry 
treatments to slow traffic. The concept vision includes a wide multi-use trail on the south 
side of MacArthur and ADA compliant sidewalks along the entire corridor. Finally, the 
concept includes “green street” elements to better manage stormwater and to maximize 
the potential of the existing median and wide greenbelt that surrounds the roadway. 
 
Some of the concepts are consistent with a three-lane roadway section developed by the 
city as a potential low-cost solution to safety concerns identified through the planning 
process. While the three lane concept was set aside for the time being, it is included here 
in Appendix 3 for future reference.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This study developed corridor vision in the broadest sense. It does not provide a blueprint 
for improvements, but provides an enumeration of corridor issues to be addressed in the 
future. The City’s capacity to improve the MacArthur Boulevard is limited and there are 
no resources identified to upgrade the corridor. Nonetheless, this vision document can 
serve the neighborhoods as a guide to prioritize incremental improvements as funding 
opportunities arise through the Neighborhood Traffic Safety Alliance or the Community 
Development Block Grant programs. 
 

 
Multi-use path concept sketch for the south side of MacArthur 

 
MacArthur Boulevard is a unique and valuable community asset. The surrounding 
neighborhoods, as the most immediate stewards of this asset, have developed a vision in 
this plan that may be implemented over time to increase corridor safety and livability. 
The vision map and corridor concepts are presented on the following pages. 
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Appendix 1: Corridor Vision Planning Grant Application 
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Appendix 2: Incident History & Summary of 
Neighborhood Existing Conditions Survey 
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Major Problems Comments Minor Problems Comments Not a Problem Comments

child traffic 
safety

Pedestrian crossing at intersections are challenging because of
width of roadways and 4-lane plus center turn lane design of
MacArthur. Sidewalks are substandard (width and surface
condition, in some cases inexistent) and bike lanes include
hazards like catch basin grates, roadway dips, etc. Crossing
guards during school hours are necessary to ensure safety at
intersections for children walking to school.  

speeding vehicles

Generally low vehicle speeds though sometimes faster 
speeds are observed adjacent to schools.

neighborhood 
cut-through 

traffic Most traffic tends to be local residential 
though some Mill Plain cut through 
traffic may be present.

arterials difficult 
to cross on foot

Curb-to-curb distances average 75’-95’ feet making it
challenging for pedestrians to cross. The lack of pedestrian
refuge islands or traffic calming make pedestrian crossings
dangerous. The Blandford-MacArthur intersection has no
crosswalk striping, inconsistent curbs, poor roadway geometry,
and minimal traffic calming to slow and guide vehicles and
pedestrians. MacAurthur/Texas intersection confusing & not
well marked.

excessive traffic 
volumes

Generally low traffic volumes. Exceptions are during
school drop off and pick up times where vehicle queuing
may cause backups from parking lots into MacArthur
Boulevard (especially Marshall Elementary).   congestion on 

arterials

Other than school transportation related 
traffic, congestion is not a concern.

sight restriction 
at intersections

The intersection of Blandford and MacArthur is dangerous
because of restricted sight, width of intersection, roadway
geometry and topography. The width of intersections at Devine
and Andresen Roads make it difficult to see pedestrians crossing
intersections. Lieser Road intersection is subject to high vehicle
volumes.  

drivers ignoring 
stop signs

Wide 4-way intersections and low traffic volumes 
encourage “rolling” stops, especially at 
MacAruthur/Lieser and MacArthur/Andresen car/truck noise 

(not radios)

Associated with incidents of excessive
vehicle speeds.

missing 
sidewalks & 
ADA ramps

Recent sidewalk ADA ramps have improved accessibility 
throughout the corridor.  The intersection of Blandford and 
MacArthur is missing curbs, ADA ramp, crosswalk striping, and 
sidewalk. Sidewalk infill work over the years has slowly been 
completing the missing gaps.  A 500-foot gap currently exists on 
the south side MacArthur of east of Devine road. Sidewalk 
widths are narrow given the widths of roadway corridor.  
Conditions of sidewalk vary throughout corridor with some 
sections of curb and sidewalk broken, lifted or restricted due to 
obstructions.

lack of street 
trees & benches

Overall condition of streetscape is poor. The roadway
does include tree-lined edge medians and a planted
center median. Condition of curbs, sidewalk paving, and
median is inconsistent.  No benches are present.

neighborhood 
livability

Neighborhood livability is good.  
Connectivity to commercial services is 
low due to land uses.

Bicyclist Safety

Bike lane striping and signing in 2009 has improved bicyclist 
safety, although minor roadway hazards do exist including dips 
in roadway and catch basin grates within bike lanes. No 
sidewalks for kids to ride. 

traffic, other

People using center swale/strip for u-turns

transit service

Transit service is sufficient.

pedestrian safety

Pedestrian safety concerns focus on crossing widths at 
intersections, narrow/sub-standard sidewalks, long distances 
between  crossing locations and presence of unsignalized and 
unmarked cross walks.   There are few pedestrian refuge islands 
to assist pedestrian crossings.

parking

Parking along MacArthur is not a problem, although cars
do park in the bike lane during school drop/pick up
hours and at other times. Cars do park along roadway on
weekends when school soccer fields are in use.
Inadequate signs to indicate no parking in bike lanes.

school 
transportation / 

bus stops

School buses use dedicated bus drop-off
areas at both middle and elementary
schools. C-tran provides transit services
throughout corridor including bus stops
and shelters. People sometimes park in
bike lanes.

drainage

Roadway benefits from a natural drainage system that
includes a center median swale. Drainage in the swale is
inconsistent and standing water is present during winter
and spring. Drainage during heavy rain events can back
up into streets. MacArthur has good potential to be a
“green” street with improved swale drainage, stormwater
facilities at back of curb, and plantings.  

recreation

MacArthur has great potential to be
retrofitted with an off-street "boulevard
trail." There is approximately 30' of
landscape area from back of curb to edge
of right-of-way which can easily
accommodate trail corridor, landscape,
utilities, stormwater facilities, etc.

* Comments received only from Dubois Park and Vancouver Heights neighborhoods

MacArthur Boulevard Visioning Project, Neighborhood Existing Conditions Survey*
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Date Time Intersection dist. dir. accident type veh1 movement veh2 movement weather Inj. Killed
3/12/06 15:00 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 100' West Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object West Vehicle Backing Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
3/15/05 14:27 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 0' In Int. Pedestrian / Bicycle Involved South Going Straight Ahead West Clear / Partly Cloudy 1 0
8/14/05 11:42 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 5' South Pedestrian / Bicycle Involved North Going Straight Ahead East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 1 0
12/8/08 7:26 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 0' In Int. Pedestrian / Bicycle Involved West Vehicle Stopped 0 0
6/28/05 10:55 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 5' East Rear-End East Going Straight Ahead East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
3/12/07 17:41 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 0' In Int. Rear-End North Making Left Turn North Making Left Turn Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
6/14/05 17:55 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 0' In Int. Rear-End North Going Straight Ahead Stopped at Signal or Stop Sign Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0

10/26/08 16:03 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 200' West Right Angle / Broadside North Merging; entering traffic West Going Straight Ahead 0 0

9/1/07 19:09 Macarthur Blv & Andresen Rd 0' In Int. North Going Straight Ahead North Stopped at Signal or Stop Sign 0 0
7/11/06 6:53 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 0' In Int. Approach Turn West Making Left Turn East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0

10/29/05 12:03 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 20' West Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object Raining 0 0
4/9/08 13:30 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 27' North Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object North Making Left Turn NW 0 0
4/9/08 13:26 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 300' West Pedestrian / Bicycle Involved East Going Straight Ahead East Other 0 0
6/26/09 13:20 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 0' In Int. Right Angle / Broadside West Going Straight Ahead South Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
5/19/05 12:00 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 0' In Int. Right Angle / Broadside 0 0
4/9/08 15:25 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 0' In Int. Right Angle / Broadside West Going Straight Ahead North Going Straight Ahead 0 0

10/17/07 10:54 Macarthur Blv & Blandford Dr 0' In Int. West Making Left Turn East Going Straight Ahead 0 0

5/13/06 12:07 Macarthur Blv & Burdick Ave 0' In Int. Approach Turn East Making Left Turn West Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 2 0
4/13/07 9:24 Macarthur Blv & Devine Rd 0' In Int. Right Angle / Broadside East Making Right Turn South Going Straight Ahead Overcast 0 0

12/29/09 15:10 Macarthur Blv & Friedel Ave 5280' West Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object West Changing Lanes West Going Straight Ahead Snowing 1 0

6/19/09 14:50 Macarthur Blv & Lieser Rd 150' West Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object East Making Left Turn Raining 0 0
10/26/05 20:18 Macarthur Blv & Lieser Rd 0' In Int. Pedestrian / Bicycle Involved South Making Left Turn North Going Straight Ahead Overcast 0 0
8/2/08 15:23 Macarthur Blv & Lieser Rd 0' In Int. Right Angle / Broadside East Making Right Turn Vehicle Backing Making Left Turn 0 0

6/17/08 13:21 Macarthur Blv & Miami Ct 100' East Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object 0 0
12/2/06 16:13 Macarthur Blv & Miami Way 0' In Int. Approach Turn South Making Left Turn East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
5/30/09 Macarthur Blv & Mill Plain Blv (E) 900' South Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object 0 0

7/7/05 16:50 Macarthur Blv & Morrison Rd 0' In Int. Other East Going Straight Ahead East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
3/29/07 6:48 Macarthur Blv & Morrison Rd 0' In Int. Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object North Making Right Turn Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0
6/15/06 18:28 Macarthur Blv & Morrison Rd 0' In Int. West Going Straight Ahead East Going Straight Ahead Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0

1/2/09 19:23 Macarthur Blv & Orlando Way 100' East Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object East Going Straight Ahead 0 0
8/2/05 4:50 Macarthur Blv & Phoenix Way 0' In Int. Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object East Making Right Turn Clear / Partly Cloudy 0 0

12/22/08 5:01 Macarthur Blv & Tampa Way 200' West Parked Vehicle / Fixed Object East Going Straight Ahead 0 0
4/8/08 15:13 Macarthur Blv & Texas Av 100' East Rear-End West Making U Turn West Going Straight Ahead 0 0

5 0
Observations:

1) Fixed object collisions are occuring at a pretty high rate.
2) No all accidents end up in our database, many minor collisions are not reported or have only a citizen report (that don't go into the database)
3) There are frequent comments from parents and crossing guards at the intersections of Andresen and Leiser of rolling stops and distracted driving.
4) The bicycling community has expressed significant conern about the roadway striping put in during the summer of 2009 because of the bike lanes in drainage basins
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Appendix 3: Draft 3-lane striping option 
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